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“THE APOSTOLIC WAY” 
“STAYING THE COURSE” 

(2 Peter 1:6a) 
 

 
Intro … This morning we come to what might be the most important of  
the Seven Divine Perfections Peter identifies as necessary ‘additions’  
to our Faith as Christians. 

 
 

DIVINE PERFECTION FOUR … “HUPOMONEE” 
 

which is translated PATIENCE (KJV) or PERSEVERANCE (NIV) 
 

SPIRITUAL STAYING POWER (MV) 
 

Here’s the list Peter has given us so far ... 
 

“Add to your faith aretes and to aretes (add) gnosis and to gnosis  
(add) enkrates and to enkrates (add) hupomonee ...” 

(2 Peter 1:5-6b) 
 

 
None of those English translations really does this Greek word justice. Let’s 
expand our definition and our understanding with a bit of a word study – 
Our final definition will not be given until the very end of this message. 
 
Now the word “hupomonee” was used originally by the ancient Greeks 
to signify man’s ability to endure some difficult task that had come to him 
unsought and undesired: to endure the sting of grief, the shock of battle, 
perhaps the approach of death.  
 
The kind of situation where we might say to someone “hang in there”  
or “hold on” … “keep the faith” – that is, “exercise hormone.” 
 
Interestingly, ‘hupomonee’ was used to identify a plant’s ability to live and 
even thrive under harsh and unfavorable circumstances – a noteworthy and 
attention-grabbing accomplishment. Some ancient Greek explorer would 
have said: “that plant is showing some real ‘hupomonee’.” 
 



During the 400 years between the close of the Old Testament and the 
launching of the New Testament Revelation, Jewish writers picked up this 
word and added a spiritual twist to it as they used it to describe those  
Jewish Patriots in the days of the Maccabean rebellion who “maintained  
their faith and their commitment to God even in the face of death” …  
 
They were described as possessing “hupomonee” ... 
 
It’s at that point where the Holy Spirit picked up the word and began  
to use it. He knew that followers of Jesus Christ – living out their faith  
in a hostile world – were going to be in need of this “hupomonee” –  
this ‘spiritual staying power’.  
 
They would need the ability to “stay the course” and to “keep on track”  
if they were to be faithful, successful followers of their Master. 
 
He knew that they would need even more than that if they were going  
to make the fullest possible impact upon their world. More was planned  
for this word ‘hupomonee’ to convey.  
 
Let’s follow the Spirit’s use of this most significant Greek word as He put  
this word again and again in the minds of the New Testament writers: 
 

 
 

* “Hupomonee” in the teachings of Jesus … Luke 8:15 
 

“who … by exercising hupomonee produce a CROP.” 

 
Here in this Parable of a Sower, Jesus says that ‘hupomonee” is essential if a good crop 
is going to be enjoyed for there’s many a stressful and anxious moment between the 
planting of the seed and the bringing in of the harvest. There’s much labor that must 
be done all along the way; a commitment to the whole process is crucial.  
 
‘Hupomonee’ characterizes the successful follower of Christ just as it characterizes  
the successful farmer. 
 

 
 
Next, we see … 

 
 
 
 
 



 

* “Hupomonee” exemplified by Jesus … Hebrews 12:2-3 

 

“who endured (exercised hupomonee) on the CROSS.” (vs. 2) 
 
At the critical moment – through the entire ordeal – Jesus hung in there  
and endured all that he had to endure to purchase our salvation. 

 
“who endured (exercised hupomonee) in the face of OPPOSITION” (vs. 3) 

 

Over the long haul – throughout his entire life – Jesus stood firm and did not give up  
or forsake his calling even in the face of almost constant opposition. 
 

The writer of Hebrews gives us a bit of a hint of what is yet to come in our full 
understanding of this word as he says at the end of verse three that we should …   
“not grow weary or lose heart.” 

 
That’s important …   

“Hupomonee” will keep us from wearing down or giving up! 
 

 

In James chapter one verse four, we see… 
 

 

* “Hupomonee” linked to spiritual maturity … James 1:4 
 

“Hupomonee must finish its work so you may be MATURE.” 
  

The truth that the Holy Spirit is seeking to get across to us is simply this:   

‘Without ‘hupomonee’ in our lives, we will never become mature – we 
will never experience the fullness of the Christian Life – because without  

‘hupomonee’ we will give up and quit somewhere along the way!’ 
 

 

Is it any wonder then that we next see … 
 

 

* “Hupomonee” commanded of the believer … Heb. 12:7,1; 2 Pe.1:6 
 

“(You) EXERCISE hupomonee (endure hardship)” (vs. 7) 
 

“Let us RUN with hupomonee the RACE set out before us.” (vs. 1) 
 

Basically, the Spirit is saying …  
 

“God is providing you with an opportunity to follow  
in the footsteps of His Son … Take it!” 

 
The Apostle Peter echoes that same admonition when he says … 

 

“Make every EFFORT to add to your faith … hupomonee.” 
 

 



The bottom line is ... ‘Hupomonee’ is not optional ...  
 
Sooner or later we are going to need some of it – some of this  
‘spiritual staying power’- if we are going to stay ‘true to Christ’  
and ‘Stand firm in our Faith.’ 
 
This world is no friend to those who seek to truly and fully follow Christ – 
opposition will come. This world offers no easy path to anyone. 
Difficulties will arise ... 
 
Sooner or later, the temptation to give up the struggle  
will be faced by all of us …  
 
The thought that we cannot continue will seem compelling … our resolve  
will weaken … ‘Hupomonee’ - this ability to ‘stay the course’ regardless  
of the stress - will be sorely needed.   

 
So, if we’re going to ‘need it,’ if we are commanded to ‘add it,’  
then where do we ‘find it’?  
Where indeed? 
 
Today’s Mental Image ...  
 
Picture yourself like some great explorer, some modern-day scientist 
plunging into the jungle in search of a miraculous disease-fighting  
natural substance.  
 
The Word of God is our jungle ... 
 
So here then is ... 

 
 

TODAY’S KEY QUEST ... 
 

Discover the ENVIRONMENT in which ‘Hupomonee’ FLOURISHES. 
Discover HOW we can GET our HANDS on some! 

 

 
Now the first thing I would have us see as we plunge into the  
Scriptural Jungle is that ... 
 

 



 
1. HUPOMONEE FLOURISHES IN AN ENVIRONMENT OF HOPE.   

(An Energizing EXPECTATION based on God-Given REVELATION) 
(1 Thessalonians 1:3; Hebrews 12:2; Hebrews 6:19) 

 
“your hupomone inspired by hope” … (1 Thessalonians 1:3) 

 
The Apostle Paul was commending those Thessalonian believers even as he 

was identifying the source of their ‘staying power’ ... their hope in Christ! 
 
 

*  *  *  *  *  *  *  * 
 

“who for the joy (the sure outcome – the hope) that was set before him 
exercised ‘hupomonee’ on the cross … (Hebrews 12:2) 

 
Jesus, the writer tells us, was looking past the agony of the moment  

to the joy that awaited him and because of that he found the strength  
to endure – to exercise ‘hupomonee.’ 

 
*  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  * 

 
Now the same writer tells us in Hebrews 6:19 that ... 
 

“We have this hope as an anchor for the soul, firm and secure.”  
 

We too have a hope – an energizing expectation based upon God-Given Revelation - 
and that hope will create ‘hupomonee’ within us – the ability to ‘Stay the Course’  

and ‘Keep our faith intact.’ 
 

A Hopeful Heart is filled with ‘hupomonee’ – a hopeful heart looks past  
the current struggle and sees the ‘hoped for’ moment! 

Hope creates ‘hupomonee’ - the ability to endure. 
 

So, one sure way to experience ‘hupomonee’ is to ‘Keep your Hopes Up.’  
Fill yourself with ‘energizing expectations based on God-Given 

 Revelation’ for ‘hupomonee’ ‘flourishes’ in such an Environment. 
Those whose ‘Hope is Strong’ discover that they are strong! 

 
 
 

Secondly, we see this morning that … 
 
 
 
 



 
 

2. HUPOMONEE FLOURISHES IN AN ENVIRONMENT OF SUFFERING – 
 

(Unexpected, unwarranted, perhaps even unexplainable HARDSHIP) 
(Romans 5:2-3; James 1:2-3; Acts 5:41) 

 
Now you might find this observation to be a bit puzzling, even a bit disturbing ... 
 
You might have expected me to say (and you might be more at ease if I had said)  
that ‘Hupomonee’ is drawn upon in an environment of suffering. 
 
You might have expected me to say that in times of suffering – times of unexpected, 
unwarranted, perhaps even unexplainable hardship – we rely upon ‘hupomonee’  
to ‘get us through them’ without losing hope or heart.  
 
You might have expected me to say that those are the times for which we have 
‘stock-piled’ ‘hupomonee’ in the first place but you probably did not expect me  
to say that ‘hupomonee ‘flourishes’ in such times, did you? 
But I did say that ... and so does the Scripture!  
 
Check out these Scriptures ... 
 

* “we rejoice in the hope of the glory of God. And not only so, 
but we rejoicein our sufferings, because we know that 

suffering produces ‘hupomonee’ …” 
(Romans 5:2-3) 

 
Here the Apostle Paul introduces an additional emotion ... Joy! 

 
He links joy to both hope (which is easily understandable) and to  

suffering (which is not so easily understandable). 
 

We ‘rejoice in our sufferings’ ...  
 

At this point we could say that Paul has probably ‘been in the jungle too long’  
for it would seem that he has lost his mind but hear him out.  
 

He says that we ‘rejoice in our sufferings’ because our sufferings produce something 
very valuable in our lives ... our sufferings produce ‘hupomonee’ - the very thing  
that we need to ‘endure suffering.’  
 
In a word, Paul is saying that the more we suffer the more we are capable of enduring 
suffering and, of course, the more successfully we endure suffering, the more ‘like 
Christ’ and thus the more ‘pleasing and obedient to the Father’ we are!   
 
So, Paul is saying ‘Suffering is Beneficial’ ... it develops in us the very thing  
that we need to be ‘Overcomers’ and thus pleasing to the Father. 



Now, lest we dismiss Paul as an overzealous fanatic, listen to what James said ... 
 

 * “Consider it pure joy, my brothers, whenever you face trials of many kinds, 
because you know that the testing of your faith develops ‘hupomonee’ …” 

(James 1:2-3) (“O boy, here comes another chance!”) 
 

 
And now note how the early Apostles put this counsel into practice:  
 

* “The apostles left the Sanhedrin, rejoicing that they had been counted 
 worthy of suffering disgrace (flogging) for the Name.” 

(Acts 5:41) (How great was that – we endured that for Jesus!) 
 

 
And so now I believe we are ready for ... 
 

 
TODAY’S CONCLUDING DEFINITION ... 

 

“HUPOMONEE” …‘Enthusiastic RESILIENCE’  
In the MIDST of life’s difficulties. 

 
It HONORS the Savior; It GENERATES a witness;  

It DEEPENS and STRENGTHENS our FAITH! 
 
 
No wonder that Peter says we should ... 
 

Make every effort to ADD it to (and demonstrate it THROUGH) our lives! 
 

 
 

Final Thot …  
 

There’s no power on earth more impressive than STAYING POWER. 
 

There’s nothing more IMPRESSIVE than the ability to maintain  
enthusiastic, exuberant resilience in the FACE of the life’s difficulties. 

 

 May we be FOUND doing so! 
 
 

 
 


